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YGB HYBRID CURRENCY 
WHITE PAPER  

(QUICK UNDERSTANDING) 

❖ What is a Cryptocurrency? 
 Introduction  
 Understanding (Example) 

❖ What is Hybrid Currency? 
 24 Karat Gold  
 Gold Affixed To Other Assets 
 Quasi-System 

No one knows, sees, or touches the gold 
before the Gold Miners … no one!



YGB Gold Hybrid Currency uses the combination of Hybridchain 
technology (similar to a blockchain-binary codes) with the number 
one physical asset in the world; GOLD. As miners we affixed 24 
Karat Gold permanently to cryptographic codes to work as an 
exchange to secure, record, and transfer any transactions.

❖ Users will be allowed to purchase outright or digitally mining 
“with” or “for” a Crypto Dollar or a Crypto Cent. 

❖ A single Gold Crypto Dollar is represented by a single unique 
cryptographic code worth 2% to 8.5% more gold than a US Dollar. 

❖ A single Gold Crypto Cent is represented by a single unique 
cryptic digital code worth 1% to 4% more gold than a US Dollar. 

❖ The YGB Gold Hybrid Currency evolved the concept of Digital 
Currency by permanently affixing physical assets (i.e. 24 karat 
gold and other precious minerals) with our cryptographic codes 
making it the first true Hybrid. 

❖ Though it is possible losses may occur in the concept, the system 
and the reality of a true hybrid currency is revolutionary. 

❖ Our Hybridchain accepts digital miners and non-digital miners. 
Digital miners are confined to our Hybrid Quasi-System which is 
the same technology on a parallel platform with slightly different 
governance than the Hybrid.

In 2009 a type of Digital Currency known as Cryptocurrency 
entered the marketplace. In theory cryptocurrency, a type of 
digital currency is used as a tangible asset, using cryptographic 
form to secure financial transactions. (Figuratively speaking it is 
all binary coded numbers that represent a cyber currency.) 

Let us use our credit or debit card banking system as an 
illustrative example. Although we do not physically see the 
dollars and cents, we rely on their availability whenever we swipe 
our cards to make a transaction. Technically speaking, that is 
similar to cryptocurrency, except the debit card is your own 
money from the beginning. We have used and believed in the 
card concept every day for the last 41+ years. Now a new era of 
currency is being generated called cryptocurrency. 

Electronic currency, as we have seen through the debit system, 
is a centralized system. Cryptocurrency, on the other hand, can 
be both a decentralized or centralized system: 
❖ Centralized Systems are when owners of a system or 

company set all of the objectives and goals. 
❖ Decentralized is when owners use individuals with a variety of 

expertise and knowledge to help set the objectives and goals. 
❖ Cryptocurrency doe digital mining using computers to find 

complex codes to be used as money on the blockchain.

“You cannot treat us like everybody else… 
because we are not like everybody else.”



HOW ALL THIS STUFF  
WORKS

A Blockchain uses a digital 
ledger in which transactions 
are continuously recorded 
chronologically, publicly and 
securely.

Nearly all digital currencies 
use a Blockchain, most of 
which are open source, 
sort of like free codes.

YOU sign up with them to purchase or 
digitally mine, BUT you only get a digital asset 
and NOTHING else. These cryptos are 
limited where they can be used or earned.

WHY OURS WORKS SO 
DIFFERENTLY

Since we are actual gold miners 
with 24 karat gold, YOU receive 
the digital asset plus the tangible 
asset, 24 karat gold, we call this, 
YGB Gold Hybrid CURRENCY.

The first 800,000 people to SIGN-UP to YGB Hybrid will 
receive the honorable title of ORIGINAL PIONEERS. 
Original Pioneers will be treated special for life.

Our Hybrid comes 
with special rules, 
protecting your gold.

To reiterate, YOU get 
both the 24K gold and 
the digital asset.

The old cryptocurrencies provide you 
with a coin, token, smart contract, etc. 
They refer to this as a digital asset.

They all sound different but they are 
all using Blockchain technology.

Guaranteed By Us 

Owned By You 

Shipped To You 

Stored For You 

More Gold, More Gold, More Gold More Gold, More Gold, More Gold

All 240 
governments 

in the world  
accept 24 

karat gold.



     YGB Hybrid Currency Laws 

We created the YGB Hybrid Currency knowing it must be a permanent combination that affixes valuable 
physical assets to any form of asset(s). The Hybrid Currency uses the valuable asset(s) to add value to a 
weaker asset. Example: A real Hybrid Currency will permanently affix (combine) its valuable physical asset 
(i.e. gold) to any digital currency such as cryptographic used on a blockchain or as a medium of exchange 
through a distributed ledger or affix its valuable asset to a fiat currency that is supported by a government to 
be used as money (i.e. paper tender, credit cards, bank notes, etc). 

The key to a safe and pure Hybrid is it laws. 

 The Hybrid Laws Demands The Physical Asset:  
◦ Be permanently affixed to the asset or form of asset(s) 
◦ Belong instantly outright to the user 
◦ Add instant value, which includes all future value or growth value  
◦ Allow user to have full ownership of the future growth or growth rate  
◦ Be in the purest or most valuable physical form for sale (e.g., 24 karats) 
◦ Be a profitable tangible asset even without the affixed form of asset(s) 
◦ Have an immediate marketplace separate from the affixed asset, or form of asset(s) 
◦ Be available in a carefree form for delivery to the user 
◦ Be free of any cost associated with pass-throughs (brokers, traders, middlemen, etc.) 
◦ Be free of any loans, liens, debt, bonds, security or any other financial obligations or hindrances   
◦ Be free of any third party agreements, judgments, or any contractual hindrances or obligations 
◦ Be available to the user regardless of the performance or obligation of the other affixed form of asset(s) 
◦ Recorded as a separate asset in any ledger, record, and digital wallet 
◦ Convertible to any local currency free of the affixed form of asset(s) 

Short Definition: 
YGB Hybrid Currency is a valuable physical asset permanently affixed to another form of asset(s). 

Names: 
YGB Hybrid Currency, Hybrid, YGB Currency, YGB Hybrid, Hybrid Currency, Crypto Dollar, Crypto Cent



Choose Your Gold Value  
On Hand | In Production | In Future

Our Gold is mined directly from our gold mining operations. 
We can add value to your dollar free of any middlemen. 

On Hand - Gold ready to be permanently affixed to the cryptographic codes (digital 
asset) every 33 days to 45 days.

Gold Hybrid Currency:  | Is obtained in three ways as a Crypto Dollar of a Crypto Cent:

YGB

In Production - Gold currently being extracted and smelted ready to be permanently affixed 
to the cryptographic codes (digital asset) in 98 days to 144 days.

In Future - Gold already explored awaiting production ready to be permanently affixed to the 
cryptographic codes (digital asset) in 16 months to 24 months.



Become A  
YGB Original Pioneer  
To become a YGB Original Pioneer Member of YGB Gold 
Hybrid Currency or YGB Digital Miner for the Gold Hybrid 
Currency of Crypto Dollars or Crypto Cents, please follow 
these steps: 

1. Visit www.YOUNGBLOODINDUSTRIES.com 
2. Click on Sign Up tab, and click Sign Up Now 
3. Click View Cart to Shop while signing up or Click Pay Now 

to Pay one-time $93 Sign Up Fee (Lifetime Membership) 
4. If you View Cart it will allow you to read about products 

until you pay the $93 Sign Up Fee, then you can purchase 
any item 

5. You can Checkout securely with PayPal, Stripe, or Square 
Card Services  

6. Original Pioneers will receive perks for the life of their 
membership 

7. Please keep the email you signup with it will be used to 
create your YGB Wallet

https://www.youngbloodindustries.com/
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